Unequal train collision flexural performance of circular RC components with CFRP shear strengthening: experimental and model assessment
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The analysis of the dynamic response of the RC and CFRPRC under unequal span effect is provided. Unequal lateral impact tests were carried out on RC members that had been wrapped in one and six layers of CFRP. It is able to develop the deflection-time history curves of the two components under high-impact energy circumstances. In tests, CFRP increases the impact resistance of the component. It is possible to decrease maximum component deflection and change the force mode using carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP). RC members shear predominantly as a result of considerable concrete damage, while CFRPRC components bend primarily as a result of slight concrete damage. When wrapped in many layers of CFRP, it is more prone to cracking. The model's calculations are consistent with the results of the tests. These studies were carried out in collaboration with numerical simulation work, which investigated the impact force exerted on members once components were subjected to unequal-lateral impacts. Regardless of the impact velocity, the lateral impact on an unequal span promotes severe shear failure of reinforced concrete members in the short span zone. CFRPRC components, on the other hand, exhibit bending deformation that is proportional to the impact velocity. Increasing the reinforcement ratio of RC members has little effect; however, increasing the impact resistance of CFRPRC components has a significant impact. Greater reinforcing ratios are utilized in order to avoid steel rupture.

In another method, a simple method to coated and filled with silver Bulk thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of Ag hybrid MWCNTs were increased by 242% and 255%, respectively. Furthermore, current-voltage measurements using tuna probe in atomic force microscopy showed higher number of charge carriers in the Ag hybrid nanotubes compared to pristine MWCNTs which resulted in up to 173% increase in their electrical conductivity.
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